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FIME boosts support for nexo standards migration  

 
July 02, 2019 – FIME has enhanced its support for the payment acceptance 

ecosystem’s migration to nexo standards. Now a Board Member of the 

organization, its expanded services offer unrivalled end-to-end support for 

nexo standards projects to payments acceptance stakeholders.  

 

FIME’s new dedicated training and consultancy services enable banks, vendors, 

merchants and schemes to take advantage of nexo standards’ protocols. As a Board 

Member, FIME will now provide strategic input to the organization. 

“Interest in nexo standards has risen sharply and deployments are gathering momentum 

globally. It’s an exciting and pivotal time for the organization,” comments Arnaud 

Crouzet, Vice President, Security and Consulting at FIME, “We’re committed to 

supporting all stakeholders with the industry’s most extensive nexo standards offering. 

From training and business consultancy, up to testing and certification services, we’re 

offering dedicated end-to-end support. As champions of payments innovation and 

standardization efforts, we look forward to contributing to the growth and continued 

success of this body.” 

 

To learn more about the importance of nexo standards and how FIME can help ensure 

a smooth migration project, see our blog “What is nexo standards?”, download our 

eBook or visit the FIME website. 

 

-ENDS- 

 

Notes to editors: 

nexo standards is the international industry association dedicated to enabling fast, interoperable and borderless 

payments acceptance for all card payment stakeholders. Its messaging protocols and specifications utilize the 

power of ISO20022 standards and are universally available and applicable.  
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About FIME 

FIME is a leader in secure transaction testing, with more than 20 years of experience in managing risk, 

accelerating time to market and ensuring the quality and security of its customers’ payment and transport 

products and services. 

 

FIME’s global reach combines with expert teams to give customers the tailored consultancy, solution 

engineering, automated test platforms and certification services they need throughout every stage of digital 

transformation projects. 

 

Its experts collaborate with the entire ecosystem - from the payment networks and industry bodies, right 

through to vendors - enabling its customers to understand and overcome their technical and commercial 

challenges.  
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